Relation algebras have been used for various kinds of temporal reasoning. Typically the network satisfaction problem turns out to be NP-hard.
Algebras of relations were studied extensively in the nineteenth century and, together with Frege's logic of quanti ers, form the foundation of modern logic (see Mad91b, AH91] for some of the history). In the twentieth century algebras of binary relations were formalised as relation algebras JT52] . This line of development was theoretical, often very mathematical research.
More recently very practical people working in computer science developed temporal reasoning systems that turned out to form relation algebras DM87, DMP91] . Of particular importance for handling temporal constraints on intervals was the Allen interval algebra All81, AK83a, All84, KV86, AH85, KL91, LR93] . One of the main applications for this type of interval reasoning was in planning where actions could be concurrent and were given non-zero duration AK83b, Pel88] .
To represent a set of temporal constraints on intervals, Allen used networks and to calculate network consistency Allen de ned a propagation algorithm | see gure 1 All84, VK86, VKvB89]. The propagation algorithm gives a sound inference system in the sense that the algorithm will output a network with 0s on the edges only if the input network is unsatis able. And elementary calculations show that the algorithm is tractable, the run-time is O(E propagate(N) f make empty queue (Q); for each edge (m; n) of N add (m; n) to Q; while Q is not empty f dequeue edge (m; n) from Q; forall l 2 nodes (N) f temp := N(n; l) \ N(n; m)jN(m; l); if N(n; l) 6 = temp then enqueue (n; l) in Q; N(n; l) =temp; ). But these algorithms are not complete | there are networks for which the propagation algorithm (or the Floyd-Walshall algorithm) will not produce a 0 on any arc but which are unsatis able in that it is impossible to assign each node an interval from a linear ow of time such that relation between the intervals is one of the interval relations from the corresponding edge of the network. For an example, due to Patrick Hayes, see gure 2. Indeed VK86, theorem 2] showed that the network satis ability problem (NSP) was NP-complete for the Allen interval algebra and so, assuming P6 = NP, there can be no tractable satis ability-checker for networks over the Allen interval algebra.
There are various other relation algebras with applications in temporal reasoning, for example: the point algebra with three atoms 1 0 ; <; > representing relations between points in a linear ow of time VKvB89]; the left-linear algebra representing relations between points in a ow of time that branches into the future Com83]; the metric point algebra DMP91], which includes metric constraints on the distance between points (though this algebra is in nite); the containment algebra LM94], which is a subalgebra of the Allen interval algebra and many others. See Hir97] for more about these algebras and their complexities. It is typically the case that the NSP is NP-hard, though the point algebra and the left-linear algebras are exceptions.
The point of this paper is to provide a series of tractable algorithms which approximate satis ability-checking for the NSP over any nite algebra. These algorithms improve on the propagation algorithm and converge on a complete satis ability-checker. The algorithms we give are based on certain two-player games de ned in HH97b] which were used to test if a relation algebra is representable or not 1 . From this we were able to provide a recursive axiomatisation for the class of representable relation algebras. For a more accessible outline of this gametheoretic approach try HH97a]. Although these theoretical considerations do not concern us directly here, we use these games to nd tractable approximations to network satis ability checking.
De nitions Let A be a relation algebra. (For those not familiar with relation algebras, consider any of the examples given above, e.g. the Allen interval algebra. The elements of such an algebra are intended to represent binary relations over some domain, though in truth not every relation algebra is representable Lyn50]. There is a biggest element 1 a smallest zero element 0; we can form the union a b and the intersection a \ b of any two elements a; b; the complement ?a of an element a; there is an identity 1 0 ; to each element a there is a converse a, and we can form the composition ajb of any two elements a; b in the algebra. A network N is satis able in a representation h over domain X if there is a map 0 : nodes(N) ! X which maps a node n to n 0 , such that for all m; n 2 nodes(N) we have (m 0 ; n 0 ) 2 h(N(m; n)).
The network satisfaction problem (NSP) is to decide for an arbitrary network N whether N is satis able in any representation of A. Now it can be seen that the NSP over the Allen interval algebra belongs to NP. To show this, for each edge of the network non-deterministically pick one atom below the element that labels that edge. If the resulting atomic network M is 3-consistent (and this can be checked in cubic time) then the original network is satis able (this follows from results of LM94]). If each possible set of choices leads to an atomic network that fails 3-consistency then the original network is unsatis able. This non-deterministic algorithm runs in cubic time and solves the NSP for the Allen interval algebra and works also for many other Thus 3-consistency, even for atomic networks, does not ensure satis ability and the non-deterministic p-time algorithm given above may fail to detect an inconsistency. Indeed it can be shown that there are nite relation algebras where the complexity of the NSP is much worse than NP Hir99].
It can be seen that there are two possible sources of inconsistency in a network. Firstly it may be that the elements labelling edges contain many di erent atoms and the problem may be that it is impossible to re ne the network to one with atoms on the edges. This problem was illustrated in gure 2. In the games (below) we handle this using`re ning' moves. Secondly, the problem may be that the satis ability of the network entails the existence of additional nodes that witness certain compositions. We saw this problem in the unsatis ability of the network in gure 3. In the games, we handle this kind of inconsistency using`witnessing' moves.
The Games Let N be a network (over some nite relation algebra A) and let k be a non-negative integer. The game G k (N) has k rounds in which two players, 8 and 9, construct a sequence of networks N = N 0 N 1 : : : N k Let 1 i k. At the beginning of round i the sequence N 0 : : : N i?1 has already been constructed. 8 can make two kinds of moves. Re ning moves He can pick two nodes n; n 0 from the network N i?1 and some element a 2 A. Denote this move by (n; n 0 ); a. 9 has two choices for her response: she can accept by letting N i be the same as N i?1 except that N i (n; n 0 ) = N i?1 (n; n 0 ) \ a, or she can reject by letting N i be the same as N i?1 except that N i (n; n 0 ) = N i?1 (n; n 0 ) \ ( We say that 8 has a winning strategy in the game G k (N) if no matter how 9 responds to his moves there is always a move 8 can make so that at the end of the game he wins. Similarly, 9 has a winning strategy if in each round, no matter how 8 has played, she has a response which guarantees victory for her at the end of the game provided she keeps using her strategy. Clearly in a nite length game exactly one of the players has a winning strategy. ), as required. 2
As an instructive example consider the network given in gure 2. If 8 plays a re ning move by picking the edge (A; C) and the element e, then whether 9 accepts or rejects, the propagation algorithm will yield a network with 0 on each edge. Thus A 1 detects the unsatis ability of this network.
The unsatis ability of the network in gure 3 can also be detected by A 1 , but witnessing moves are required. If 8 picks the edge (1; 4), which is labelled by d, and the pair of elements e; d then if the resulting network is fed into the propagation algorithm it will produce a network with 0 on each edge. The theorem goes through even for in nite relation algebras with this modication, but it may well be necessary to choose a larger value of k to detect an inconsistency in an unsatis able network. With the network in gure 2, for example, it is necessary to play a ve round game to nd an inconsistency instead of a one round game. To detect the inconsistency in the network in gure 3 takes three rounds of this modi ed game.
Suppose we are dealing with an algebra like the Allen interval algebra where any 3-consistent atomic network is automatically satis able. Then we can improve the algorithms considerably as follows. First we de ne a modi ed game G 0 k (N), rather like G k (N) but, 1. 8 is only allowed to make re ning moves (no witnessing moves) 2. in a re ning move (n; m); a, 8 has no choice for the edge (n; m). He must choose an edge (n; m) such that jN(n; m)j is maximal and if there is more than one possibility he must choose the rst, in some xed enumeration of the edges. , an exponential function.) Still, we have a series of cubictime algorithms that approximate satis ability checking for algebras like the Allen interval algebra. Adopting an incomplete inference system like the Allen propagation algorithm may well fail to detect inconsistencies. In some applications this could lead to serious errors and in these cases it may be necessary to run higher-order algorithms to detect the inconsistency.
